HOW COULD JUST 1000 PEOPLE
CHANGE THE COURSE OF HISTORY

To all parents and friends of the Labor Committee members:

"Today, throughout Europe and North America, Labor Committee organizers must confront the entire left and the working class with this simple and frightening reality: that our proposal for an Italian debt moratorium, if sustained by a politically mobilized working class, represents the sole, practical alternative to depression austerity and Rockefeller imposed fascism."

In Italy, as the Labor Committee program is discussed throughout the working class and financial circles people ask:

-- How can the Labor Committee come up with working class initiatives while parties 1000 times their size quiver in fear?

-- What makes the Labor Committee the only political alternative talked about in the Detroit Auto plants?

To turn away from this reality with "I don't want to hear about it, I have my own problems" is capitulation to the Rockefeller controlled environment; "...me, little me?"

The second lecture in the series will develop the Labor Committees conception of the working class that forces us to intervene while "The rest of the Left withdraws in terror.

BRING YOUR COMMENTS, QUESTIONS, AND FRIENDS

Speaker: Fred Newman

Friday, June 23, 1974

3½ West 31 Street (between Riverside and West End)

7:30 pm (promptly)

New York Regional Parents & Friends Committee

NATIONAL CAUCUS OF LABOR COMMITTEE